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WELCOME BACK 
 The new school year is under way. It is a very different world at school with our Covid-secure measures in place and we are 
sad that we cannot welcome parents into school as we would normally do. What hasn’t changed though is how happy the 
children are to be back in their classes for the new school year. Together our school family will work through this time. We are 
so fortunate to have so much outdoor space available for the children to run and play in, or to sit in their bubble groups during 
their breaktimes. They have been certainly making the most of spending time outside while the weather is so kind to us.

Year 4 pupils have been loving their learning in Maths, History & Science

Our New Reception children were excited to explore our Forest School area

Lunchtime break is being enjoyed by Prep pupils
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Pre-Prep Head Teacher Awards
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Week ending 11 09 20

Reception

Cleo for using beautiful descriptive words

Jessica for super listening at carpet time

Leah for helping others

Primrose for being brave and trying new food at lunchtime

Roman for being so independent this week

Week ending 18 09 20

Reception

Alex for excellent perseverance and independently noticing 
and correcting mistakes

Daniel for super oral blending and segmenting

Miles for excellent perseverance when working on the IWB

Oscar for super awareness of hand hygiene in the classroom

Tilly for excellent listening and being kind

 Year 1

Adelaide for enjoying her learning this week

Chloe for working well and being a good friend

Emily for being so independent

Rosie Making connections in her learning

 Year 2

Eithne for perseverences with multiplication

Elliott for settling in so well

Elodie for super dictionary work

Emily for being confident with her Maths knowledge and 
being willing to share

Francesca for making connections in Maths

Peaches for always trying her best

House Points 

The latest week’s house point totals show Normans in the lead!
 
NormansNormans 281  Britons  Britons  226  CeltsCelts  220   Saxons Saxons 193   

 

Prep Head Teacher Awards

Week up to 18 09 20
Year 4
Reuben D for being awarded the Rising Star trophy at Worthing 

United Football Club (Colts)
Year 6
Asa L for delivering an outstanding History timeline 

demonstrating focus and commitment
Year 7
Joseph C for being self aware: displaying gratitude and good 

manners in interactions with his teachers
)

Sophia B      )
)

for being an adventurous and creative learner in her 
first piece of English homework
for being imaginative in her interpretation of an author’s 
location description

Amelia G for an imaginative and well-crafted book review
Alex P for creating outstanding limericks to help him remember 

the medieval kings
Year 8

)
)

Isabella B     )
)
)

for writing a 500 word story in English related to BLM 
which was published in a new book!
for outstanding commitment to Classics in home 
learning
for crafting a complete book with information about 
every medieval king

Harriet B for being a reflective learner which led to a perfect 
score on her poetry glossary test

Brandon L for being self aware: displaying gratitude and good 
manners in interactions with his teachers

Tilly L for being a reflective learner which led to a perfect 
score on her poetry glossary test

Piper S for an imaginative and well-crafted book review

Oscar S for delivering impressive History and REP holiday work

Chloe W for being a reflective learner which led to a perfect 
score on her poetry glossary test
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We also celebrate the achievements of our pupils outside of school - 
here is a round-up of some we have heard of recently.

Congratulations to Hugo D for achieving Distinction in his Grade 4 solo 
drama exam taken in the summer. It’s a wonderful result  to get a top 
grade in an exam taken in such challenging times and shows Hugo’s 
commendable determination to succeed.

Charlie G, already a keen surfer 
and sailor, took up windsurfing this 
summer and has proved such a 
natural talent that he is now being 
sponsored by not only Worthing 
Watersports, a well-established 
local business, as their Junior Shop 
Sailor but also by Duotone/Ion a 
major worldwide brand through 
their UK importer Nik Baker, who is 
himself a former World Champion 
windsurfer. We look forward to 
hearing about Charlie’s progress.

Felix C and Reuben D both play football for Worthing United football 
teams. Their training has re-started in September and the club gave 
out the prizes from last season which would normally have happened 
earlier. Well done to Felix (left) who was awarded the Players’ Player 
Trophy and to Reuben (right) who collected the Rising Star trophy for his 
performances in the Colts Team.

Mrs Casey was delighted that Isabella B’s 500 word story was submitted 
for a BLM writing competition and that it was chosen to appear in the 
printed book. A writer in the making - well done Isabella!

Congratulations and Well Done!


